This paper summarizes the results of investigations into the parametric geometry modeling of waverider forebodies, mostly centered on the osculating cones design method. Initially, three different approaches to controlling the leading edge shape are discussed. The first and most common method is driven by prescribing the upper surface trace on the base plane. The second incorporates a planform definition of the leading edge shape that gives more direct control of the sweep angle of the forebody. The third method directly controls the lower surface's trace on the base plane. The shockwave profile curve that defines the shape of the shock is defined by its trace on the base plane for all three cases. Each method provides direct control over different aspects of the geometry for which a desired shape would be more complex to obtain indirectly. We then estimate the level of flexibility required by the design-driving curves in the context of a design optimization study, in order to enable a variety of meaningful designs without needlessly complicating the geometry model. Additionally, we show an efficient and robust method to introduce bluntness to the leading edge of waverider forebodies utilizing rational Bézier curves. 
I. Introduction
AVERIDER geometries are considered amongst the most promising in making hypersonic flight viable due to the high lift-to-drag ratios they exhibit at high speeds. This is accomplished by keeping the shockwave generated by the oncoming hypersonic flow attached to the entire leading edge of the lifting body, effectively trapping the high-pressure region of the shockwave at the underside of the body, greatly increasing the lift.
Since the introduction of the idea in the late 1950s 1 , various approaches to designing such geometries have been proposed. Early inverse design methods were based on planar and axisymmetric shockwave flowfields, both of which were limited by the poor balance of L/D ratios, volumetric efficiency and ease of engine inlet integration. A more flexible design method that departed from the notion of having a single shock generating body is the osculating cones method [2] [3] . The ability to shape the shockwave more freely enables significant improvements in the performance characteristics tradeoff, although it also results in a more complex design problem as the number of design variables increases. A further evolution of the method is the osculating flowfield method 4 , where the shock generating body for each plane is not restricted to a cone, allowing for greater flexibility in the design. As a number of key technologies advanced and the concept of an air-breathing hypersonic aircraft started to look increasingly feasible, later studies focused on more realistic designs, taking viscosity and thermal effects into account [5] [6] . A distinctive characteristic of hypersonic air-breathing aircraft designs is the degree to which the engine, inlet and nozzle must be integrated with the rest of the body, as their size relative to the aircraft increases in order to satisfy the needs of high-altitude hypersonic flight. The result of this is a very complex design problem that has to be tackled as a whole. It is therefore very important that the geometry parameterization is as efficient as possible, and to achieve that the waverider generation process can be slightly altered to better-fit specific design needs. The present work aims to provide more insight on handling parametric waverider geometries by first demonstrating three different implementations of the osculating cones method, each providing more direct control of a different aspect of the final geometry. Additionally, the amount of flexibility required by the method's design-driving curves is examined in order to ensure that the parameterization is capable of producing a variety of meaningful shapes without overcomplicating the geometry model.
Although the osculating cones method by itself is not enough to produce realistic hypersonic aircraft geometries, it provides a great tool for generating geometries with a leading edge attached shock, upon which more sophisticated designs can be based. One of the first issues that needs to be addressed when departing from the simplicity of inviscid designs is that of the aerodynamic heating effects that prohibit the use of sharp leading edges at hypersonic speeds. For that purpose an efficient and robust leading edge blunting approach is presented at the end of this paper. MATLAB 7 was used for the majority of the computations presented.
II. Osculating Cones Method
The osculating cones method is an inverse design algorithm proposed by Sobieczky in 1990 2 . The method utilizes the axisymmetric flowfield of a shock-generating cone in supersonic flow, whose properties can be calculated by numerically integrating the Taylor-McColl equations. The design is driven by a curve controlling the shockwave shape, usually by defining its trace at the base plane (plane at the back of the geometry and perpendicular to the freestream direction), and another curve from which the shape of the leading edge on the shockwave can be determined. The flowfield solution is applied to osculating planes perpendicular to the local shockwave profile, while being scaled properly to match the curvature of the shock at each plane, as seen in Figure  1 . The traces of the two design-driving curves (points 1 and 2) determine the leading edge trace on each plane (point 3). The lower surface of the waverider is then generated by tracing the streamlines of the flowfield on each plane from the leading edge to the base plane, from point 3 to 4 in Figure 2 . As the stream-surface is replaced with a solid boundary, the flowfield downstream of the leading edge is replicated by the generated geometry alone. The upper surface is usually set to be parallel to the oncoming flow, although its shape can be manipulated both to further improve aerodynamic characteristics and create more space for the packaging of internal subsystems. The resulting flowfield is not an exact solution but a very good approximation, as small pressure gradients across different planes can cause some limited cross-flow. Applicability of the method has been experimentally validated 8 . 
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III. Different Approaches to the Design Method
The leading edge trace on the shockwave can be obtained in a number of different ways. Each one provides direct control of a different aspect of the geometry, something that can be exploited when there are specific design requirements or constraints to enable the geometry to more efficiently meet them. The shockwave shape itself is defined by a shockwave profile curve on the base plane in all cases.
A. Upper Surface Profile Definition (USPD)
The most commonly used approach is prescribing the upper surface profile on the base plane, along with the shockwave profile. The leading edge point on each osculating plane is then determined by moving upstream from the upper surface trace up to the shock, from point 1 to point 3 as illustrated in Figure 2 . The implementation of this method is fairly straightforward as after picking an osculating plane and locating its point of intersection with the upper surface profile curve, the leading edge point can be trigonometrically located since the shock angle θ s is known. The limitation for the upper surface profile curve is that for each osculating plane, the trace of the upper surface profile curve on the plane must be between the shockwave profile trace and the center of the local osculating cone. If not, there is no feasible way to trace a streamline and the design process breaks down. Although having direct control over the shape of the upper surface is probably not very meaningful from an aircraft design standpoint, this method is very robust, utilizes two profile curves that are drawn on the same plane and gives good insight into the structure of the osculating plane-based geometry generation. An example of a waverider forebody generated with this method is presented in Figure 3 .
B. Planform Leading Edge Definition (PLED)
The sweep angle of the lifting body's leading edge is a parameter that, depending on the design requirements, can be more efficiently controlled directly. The work of Rodi 9 on geometrical relationships for osculating cones and osculating flowfield waveriders provides a set of useful mathematical relationships. They relate the angle between the upper surface profile curve of the previous approach and the shockwave profile, at their points of intersection on each osculating plane, with the sweep angle of the final geometry.
The method presented here differs in that the leading edge profile, as viewed from a planform view, can be designed directly. The upper surface profile curve at the base plane is, in this case, replaced by a leading edge profile curve on a horizontal plane. The leading edge point for each osculating plane is then located by finding the point of intersection between the shockwave trace and the vertical projection of the leading edge profile curve on the same plane, as seen in Figure 4 . The lower surface is then generated by tracing the streamlines and the upper surface by moving in the freestream direction from that point to the base plane as usual, from 3 to 4 and 1 as seen in Figure 1 .
The main constraint in this method is, similarly, the need for the leading edge point on each osculating plane to be behind the tip of the local osculating cone, otherwise stream tracing becomes infeasible. With this method, the shape of the leading edge remains identical to the leading edge profile curve from a planform point of view, but the leading edge's angle, which is a combination of the sweep and dihedral angles, can vary with respect to the freestream direction. Through Rodi's geometrical relations, the leading edge's angle relative to the freestream is instead directly controlled while the plan view sweep angle can vary. Both this and Rodi's approach can be appealing to use when facing specific design requirements. An example of a geometry generated with this method is illustrated in Figure 5 .
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C. Lower Surface Profile Definition (LSPD)
The third approach to the osculating cones method incorporates the direct definition of the lower surface trace at the base plane, and is essentially an inverse of the USPD method. A lower surface profile curve is used and its trace on each osculating plane is initially located. From that point, the lower surface is first constructed by tracing the streamline upstream up to the shock, which is where the leading edge point on the osculating plane lies, from point 4 to point 3 in Figure 1 . The upper surface can then also be constructed by moving in the freestream direction from the leading edge point to the base plane.
The limitation in this method is that the trace of the lower surface profile on each plane must not be inside the local osculating cone, as that again would render stream tracing impossible. This approach gives more direct control of the lower surface shape at the base plane, where there might be specific needs for the engine inlet integration or a desired lower surface dihedral angle towards the tips of the lifting body. It is worth noting that as the relationship between the leading edge and the lower surface point at the base plane is realized though a stream tracing method of a flowfield that is scaled according to the local radius of curvature of the shockwave profile curve, the design can be very sensitive even to subtle changes. The geometry illustrated in Figure 6 is a good example of that, where for a simple flat lower surface profile at the base plane, the resulting geometry of the upper surface profile is much more complex. 
IV. Profile Curve Parameterization Options
There are some strict limitations to the definition of the shockwave profile curve that are worth noting and are explained in Section A bellow. On the other hand, the curve describing the upper surface, leading edge or lower surface profile in each approach can be very flexible. As long as the limitations mentioned in Section III are not breached and the shapes are meaningful, any geometrical parameterization (such as splines or even line segments) can be used. This in turn leaves the designer with a great number of different options. Sections B and C provide insights into the effects of varying the amount of geometric flexibility made available for parameterizing simple waverider forebody designs.
A. Shockwave profile curve
As mentioned before, the design is very sensitive to the shape of the shockwave profile curve, mainly due to the fact that the local osculating cone flowfield on each plane is scaled according to the spanwise radius of curvature of the shockwave profile. Different scaling of the local flowfield affects both the curvature of the streamline and the location of the local shock-generating cone on each plane. Given a smooth leading edge, a smooth second order derivative (third order continuity) of the shockwave profile curve is needed in order to obtain a smooth lower surface. This is not an issue when a single infinitely differentiable function is used for the entire curve, but when piecewise functions are used, it needs to be considered. For example, a fourth order spline would be required to satisfy this condition.
In the material reported bellow, a line segment was used for the part of the shockwave profile under the center of the body where two-dimensional uniform flow that would favor the placement of an engine inlet is desirable. The rest of the shockwave profile curve was defined using a Bézier curve. In order to achieve third order continuity at the interface between the line segment and the Bézier curve, the first three intermediate control points of the curve have to be on a line. Merely making the shockwave profile curve smooth (first order continuity) with only the first point in line would result in a discontinuity of the resulting lower surface, while with a second order continuity the 
B. Matching geometries between different design methods
While analyzing different parameterization options for the curve that controls the shape of the leading edge and to attempt to quantify the relative merits of the three approaches described above, we conducted a series of investigations where we attempted to 'reverse engineer' geometries by using a different method. Therefore we are, in a way, trying to answer the question of "how much control do we really need over this design-driving curve?" with "enough to be able to match geometries obtained using a different design method".
To replicate a geometry given by one of the design methods with another one, the design-driving curve has to match that geometry's respective shape. For example, a waverider forebody geometry given by the PLED method has a certain upper surface profile, which also depends on the shape of the shockwave. If for the same shockwave shape that upper surface profile is replicated by the parameterized curve of the USPD method, the same geometry can be obtained. The example presented here is the one mentioned in Section III-C, where a geometry with a flat lower surface profile is designed using the LSPD method. The resulting geometry has a more complex upper surface profile in contrast with the very simple line segment used for the driving curve, and although a peculiar case, serves the purpose of providing a clear comparison. To obtain a flat lower surface with the USPD method, the upper surface profile curve would need to match that upper surface shape of the LSPD generated geometry. To that goal, the best representations of that target upper surface shape using Bézier curves with increasing number of control points are presented in Figure 8 . Using one intermediate control point is clearly not going to serve the purpose, but two or three points seem to improve approximation accuracy quite significantly. A curve using an additional fourth intermediate control point was also used and the deviations of each optimal representation from the target curve are shown in Figure 9 , together with the resulting deviations of the resulting lower surface profiles of the forebody geometries. Figure 10 shows the final geometry using the two intermediate point approximation.
Nodes along curve While in Figure 10 the imperfections are clearly visible in the final geometry, using one or two extra control points reduces them to the order of ~1mm for a geometry with a half-span of 1m. Therefore, to enable the geometry to achieve such shapes, at least two intermediate control points would be needed, i.e. four variables more than if the lower surface profile definition method was used. This result highlights the importance of method selection, especially in circumstances when design constraints or requirements can be related directly to the parameterization of a design-driving curve.
C. Low-fidelity optimization studies
Another approach to justifying geometry parameterization options before moving to higher fidelity and larger scale optimization studies of more realistic designs is to perform low fidelity optimizations in order to assess the parameterization itself. Aerodynamic performance characteristics of these waverider forebodies can be quickly estimated by using the flowfield values obtained by the Taylor-McColl equations for the lower surface and freestream values for the upper surface, with a boundary layer integral method to estimate viscous skin friction effects. A very simple method was implemented, assuming laminar flow for the entire forebody and with no interaction between the viscous and inviscid parts. Inviscid pressure forces and viscous skin friction forces are calculated for the wetted surface of the geometry (excluding the base -on which freestream static pressure was assumed to be acting throughout this analysis) and then integrated to obtain the resulting force on the body. As the two example comparisons presented in Table 1 show, the inviscid L/D results obtained in this way are within ~0.5% of the results obtained from Euler CFD computations, while the viscous results are within ~1.5% of laminar RANS computations. ANSYS Fluent 10 was used for the comparisons. Since our objective is to develop the parametric geometry model, what matters most is relative changes of the characteristics between different designs and not the actual values themselves. In this context, this simplified approach for estimating aerodynamic performance is perfectly adequate. An investigation into the upper surface profile curve parameterization when using the USPD method will now be reviewed to illustrate the effects of increasing the complexity of geometric parameterization.
Designs were optimized for four different curve parameterizations using one, two and three intermediate control points (meaning three, four and five control point Bézier curves, respectively). The first three cases have one, two and three intermediate points with two degrees of freedom and therefore two design variables assigned to each of them. The fourth case has two intermediate control points equally spaced along the span and only able to move up and down. The shock shape is fixed as the current objective is confined to investigating the upper surface profile curve parameterization. A case for a Mach number of 8 and Reynolds number of 8.316x10 6 based on the length of the geometry is presented here. The two objectives to be maximized are the lift to drag ratio (L/D) and the volumetric efficiency (V/A), as these tend to be two of the main competing objectives for waverider designs. A simple genetic algorithm was used and a brute force approach taken given the low cost of the evaluations, so about 3000 designs were analysed for each parameterization. The resulting Pareto fronts and some of the geometries at their boundaries are presented in Figure 11 . The Pareto fronts of the two design variable optimizations have about 900 designs each, the one with four design variables has 50 and the one with six only has 15 -a direct consequence of the increased number of design variables. The option of using a quadratic Bézier curve with a single intermediate control point seems to be the worst, as with the same number of design variables and using two intermediate control points with one degree of freedom, a much better set of optimal solutions can be obtained. Allowing the two intermediate control points to move in two directions yields a further improvement that would potentially be desirable should the increased cost of the optimization be acceptable. The same applies to using three intermediate control points, although the improvements are getting smaller while the cost of a design study with two more variables increases exponentially.
V. Leading Edge Bluntness
An efficient and robust approach to designing blunt leading edges for waverider forebodies has also been developed. The parameterization, illustrated in Figure 12 , involves a quadratic rational Bézier curve whose middle point is placed in order to satisfy smoothness at the interface of both end-points, with the position of the two endpoints being determined by a truncation length of the original geometry. The shape of the curve can then be adjusted with the weight (w 1 ) of the middle point, while the truncation length controls the size of the blunted part. Therefore, compared to a circular arc shape (which can be described with a single design variable: its radius), by using an additional variable, the shape can also be controlled. In the work of Tincher et al 6 , it is hypothesized that instead of cutting material in order to introduce bluntness to the leading edge, it can be aerodynamically advantageous to raise the upper surface in order to create the necessary space to accommodate it. As a further addition to the parameterization the option to raise the upper surface can be incorporated as well, while both approaches to modifying the initial geometry can be blended providing a wider variety of geometries, as seen in Figure 13 . The parameterization is very robust and can provide a variety of meaningful shapes. The limited number of variables that control the shape make it well-suited for use in large-scale design optimization studies of full waverider geometries. The leading edge bluntness parameters can be set to vary between chosen values from the front to the wing tips, following a prescribed distribution or according to the sweep of the leading edge. More detailed CFD results will give more insight into the aerothermodynamic characteristics of the shapes. 
VI. Conclusions
In this paper the first stages of developing an efficient parametric geometry model for hypersonic aircraft have been presented. Three different applications of the osculating cones waverider forebody design method are documented and the importance of opting for the approach that is best suited to the design requirements has been highlighted. An analysis involving a series of multi-objective optimization studies was undertaken to determine the effect of increased flexibility of the design-driving curves on two performance characteristics of interest, with Bézier curves used mostly at this stage. Finally, an efficient and robust parameterization for introducing bluntness to the leading edge of waverider forebodies has been presented -although its characteristics are to be further investigated.
